PUT THE BRAKES ON ASPHALT SURFACE AGING!

GSB SEALER WITH FRICTION-FINE AGGREGATE
PUT THE BRAKES ON ASPHALT SURFACE AGING

GSB FrictionSeal, only from ASI, halts surface deterioration, extends service life, and slightly increases PCI — all while maintaining or improving friction.

EXTEND PAVEMENT LIFE, IMPROVE FRICTION

FrictionSeal provides a more substantial seal that is heavier than a fog seal, yet lighter than a chip seal, slurry seal, or microsurfacing treatment. An optimal choice for improving surface friction, the FrictionSeal system provides a cost-effective, convenient, 6- to 8-year treatment.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

GSB sealers infuse into, bind, and restore an aged HMA surface, as they simultaneously seal it and protect it against oxidation, deterioration, and chip loss. Flexible and durable GSB seals will not crack or delaminate. Administered in a separate, but simultaneous application, the single-pass system does not require sweeping after treatment.

GILSONITE IS KEY

GSB stands for “Gilsonite Sealer Binder.” Gilsonite is a chemically unique, naturally occurring, resinous asphalt ore. When blended with select asphalt cement and special additives, it results in a sealer-binder that provides unmatched performance. GSB sealers have a 25-plus-year history of proven premium performance, supported by continuous third-party engineer evaluations in the field, as well as the lab.
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